Why I hate Elon Musk, and why you should
hate him too. Part 1.
This is just a brief collection of pretty bad things that Elon has done. Because of the rush I made to put
this out, I'm going to refine it later in additional parts. Until then, here's Part 1:

Insulting others regularly:
https://i.redd.it/l0vefhtyyxhz.png
https://www.reddit.com/r/Futurology/comments/7kbgd2/
elon_musk_calls_transit_expert_an_idiot_and_says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9ftbRWqkj0 -- Laughs at competitor. In the same year, Tesla
dropped it's worth while BYD increased theirs.
Spreading fake information:
https://i.redd.it/t0kzb8c5dj401.png
https://www.forbes.com/sites/samabuelsamid/2017/11/02/why-would-any-supplier-want-to-work-withtesla/#605e69ba3cbc
Refuses to investigate Worker Complaints and fires those who are upset about work conditions:
http://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-union-fremont-board-demands-2017-7
https://i.redd.it/14kb6fv2f6tz.png
http://money.cnn.com/2017/10/26/technology/tesla-uaw-firings/index.html
https://www.theverge.com/2017/7/5/15922816/tesla-sexism-harassment-predator-zone-vandermeyden
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/04/25/workers-involved-in-union-activities-say-tesla-is-illegallyintimidating-them.html
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/feb/28/tesla-female-engineer-lawsuit-harassmentdiscrimination
Attacking the Press for investigating his companies and the respective profits and losses:
https://jalopnik.com/elon-musk-just-yelled-shame-at-a-bunch-of-journalists-1820059349
And of course rarely meeting promises:
https://www.reddit.com/r/EnoughMuskSpam/comments/73eh4m/tracking_elon_musks_visions_promis
es_and/
He also regularly takes credit for other's work:

https://cleantechnica.com/2017/09/30/tesla-using-samsung-sdi-battery-cells-129-mwh-south-australiafacility/
Bad/Stolen Designs:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_H._Goddard -- The original designer for Hyperloop. He tried out
a prototype in Britain for 3 years, but it wasn't worth the effort. Elon claims that it's his design and idea,
when it is not.
https://www.whatcar.com/news/reliability-survey/ -- Tesla 3 is not a very good car.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCIo8e12sBM -- Tesla 3 is also incredibly unsafe and a
mechanic's nightmare.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKQPHC4JyAU -- Tesla S having severe issues.
https://imgur.com/a/apSfO -- Stealing Evike's Gun Design, expect the flamethrower not to be released
because of this.
Misc: https://i.redd.it/uk0tgarjwszz.jpg
https://www.reddit.com/r/EnoughMuskSpam/comments/6hhrcr/
so_about_musk_claiming_to_work_100_hours_per_week/
http://variety.com/2016/dirt/real-estalker/elon-musk-bel-air-mansion-1201888308/ -- For someone
who's so environmentally green, he sure likes to buy a ton of homes and houses for himself.
https://phys.org/news/2018-01-tesla-fresh-norway-lawsuit-false.html -- Getting sued for False
Advertising, something that Musk and his companies do often.

He's an asshole and I hate him. You should hate him too. He's a lot like Donald Trump, lots of promises
and lots of words, but very little action. He relies on appealing to one's emotion and excitement.
Tesla also spends hundreds of millions on advertising: http://ir.tesla.com/secfiling.cfm?
filingid=1564590-17-3118&cik=1318605
You ever wonder why there's not many Tesla/Elon Musk ads on TV, Radio or on billboards? It's
because the majority of these hundreds of millions go towards Online Advertising. Yes, I'm talking
about astroturfing:
https://www.reddit.com/r/EnoughMuskSpam/comments/7fyes3/there_seem_to_be_professional_shills_
for_elon/ (Ever find it strange how Elon and his companies are in the top 50 of r/all literally all the
time?)
This is also why Elon Musk and his companies refuse to travel outside of America. Other nations have
laws that protect consumers so they know what they're seeing, but America doesn't because it's
Corporation before Community.

My previous works:

Documentation Regarding /r/The_Donald using Bots to game Reddit.
/r/The_Donald is a full-blown cult.
A Detailed Report regarding /r/Uncensorednews, the largest collection of Neo-Nazis and WhiteSupremacists on Reddit.
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level 1
Mainstay17
104 points · 2 years ago
The funny thing is if you took that "afraid of the dark" story, replaced Musk with Neil DeGrasse Tyson,
and posted it on r/iamverysmart, you'd get upvoted into the stratosphere.

level 2
O5-8
11 points · 2 years ago
Wait,
So are you saying musk actually is good for space travel via upvotes?

level 2
ImperialPupper
7 points · 2 years ago
I saw the "afraid of the dark" at the beginning. Assumed it was because he's old enough to have been
well aware of Apartheid, and coincidentally moved away from SA a scant few years before it ended.

level 2
316KO
6 points · 2 years ago
Afraid of the dark story?

Continue this thread

level 1
[deleted]
107 points · 2 years ago
Just found this sub. Good post.
Whag the fuck does Musk actually do?

level 2
Surreal_Man
102 points · 2 years ago
He is literally a memelord. Like the internet equivalent of a Kardashian.
Continue this thread

level 2
RiseoftheTrumpwaffen
60 points · 2 years ago
He does some stunts for the masses and they ignore all his bad shit for it.
Continue this thread

level 2
[deleted]
40 points · 2 years ago · edited 2 years ago
Provides money, takes credit for others work and then sells himself as the greatest genius of this
century.
I mean, to be a famous genius in history you had to write a book, like the Principia, that literally
revolutionised everything or discover an entire realm of our existence we didn't even know was there.
Now you just need a PR team and a smile.
Continue this thread

level 2
skizmo
24 points · 2 years ago
Whag the fuck does Musk actually do?
Acting like he owns the world :)

level 2
Luka467
21 points · 2 years ago
He's basically another Steve Jobs, good at marketing the ideas and products people working for him
make.
Continue this thread

level 2
sporite
27 points · 2 years ago
Advertises, mostly.

level 2
neS8 points · 2 years ago
He's a face. Its not like he is the dude who actually makes/programs/designs Tesla's, their autonomous
driving functions, SpaceX, etc. But for some reason he gets kinda meme'd into being some super genius
who's responsible for those things. Then you get weird rumors like "DUDE ELON MUSK IS
ACTUALLY THE DUDE WHO INVENTED BITCOIN" which just seems kinda unlikely/improbable.
A lot of what he promotes isn't necessarily "bad". I like the ideas of autonomous cars, electricity
powered vehicles, etc. I just don't like how he has gone about promoting them. Sending a Tesla into
space seems very egotistical and just pointless compared to the Voyager, and its golden record. It serves
a function, it explores space, sends us back information, and contains information that potentially some
sentient lifeform could find and learn about us.

What would an alien think if they found a Tesla? The fact that we obviously sent out a land based
vehicle into space is just kinda dumb. Then if they were able to understand that its more about branding
and promoting a car than actually serving a function and is basically just gonna be space garbage.
The dude also seems to really want to rush progress. I am all for progress, but you make sacrifices
when you want to push things to change too quickly.

level 2
Manabu-eo
2 points · 2 years ago
See this old post I did. He also does other more managerial/CEO things, such as handling problems like
he describes in the start of this interview (this anecdote of generic usb cables also helps to explain the
(lack of) reliability of Tesla cars). Or simply posting shit on twitter and all the things listed on the OP
post.
level 2
wantshoescantfindem
-12 points · 2 years agoMore than 1 child
level 2
R00bot
-21 points · 2 years agoMore than 1 child

level 1
spectrehawntineurope
29 points · 2 years ago
Saved. I always find it irritating when over the course of years and many events i decide i don't like
someone but when i need to justify it i can't recall all the reasons why so then i just look like i have this
baseless negative opinion of someone.

level 1
yapyap2
18 points · 2 years ago

He stabs others in the back. This article got buried and it's too bad because it shows exactly how he
operates.
DALE VINCE V ELON MUSK: ELECTRIC CAR TSARS AT WAR OVER MOTORWAY
CHARGING STATIONS
...In the City they call them fat-fingered trades — when a trader inadvertently hits the
wrong key on his computer and costs his bank millions. The price of the email — sent in
error late on Sunday, May 18, last year from a Tesla employee to someone at Ecotricity
with the same first name as its intended recipient — has yet to be determined, but it could
easily run into the millions too.
The email allegedly made clear Tesla’s plans to break up the partnership it had built
with Ecotricity to install chargers in service areas and instead to make a direct
approach to their operators. Ecotricity says that the email — written in haste after an
article last year in The Sunday Times that disclosed Musk’s concept of an electric
superhighway in Britain — also revealed Tesla’s intention to blacken Ecotricity’s name
with politicians and the media. Instead of being sent to Simon Sproule, then Tesla’s head
of corporate communications, the email was sent by mistake to Simon Crowfoot of
Ecotricity, alerting the company to Tesla’s plans.
Vince said the email was evidence not only of underhandedness but of a “brutal”
corporate culture within the American firm.
“I have never seen anything approaching Tesla’s behaviour and we have been around
20 years this year and we’ve had some run-ins, you know. I do think it’s cultural — I just
think that’s how they operate.”
...“I’ve never even met the guy,” he said of Vince. “Initially when we tried working with
him he started making all sorts of outrageous demands, so we thought, ‘Well, OK, we’ll
just not work with you’ — and then he sued us.”... MORE:
https://www.driving.co.uk/news/dale-vince-vs-elon-musk/

level 2
Osmium_tetraoxide
4 points · 2 years ago
What pieces of shit, just fuck off with the cowboy bullshit in the UK. Sooner Tesla goes bust, the better
for many countries. Ecotricity is orders of magnitude better than Tesla.
Continue this thread

level 2

sporite
6 points · 2 years ago
I'll put that in the next report.
Continue this thread

level 1
VassalofGaben
24 points · 2 years ago
Good work gathering all this info.
I find it hilarious how all the Elon acolytes fanboys always praise N. Tesla and talk s**t about T.
Edison... they don't realize that Elon is the Edison of the 21st century!

level 1
[deleted]
18 points · 2 years ago
He's pretty smug for a guy with hair plugs

level 2
yapyap2
6 points · 2 years ago
He was retreaded

level 1
Striker--Eureka
8 points · 2 years ago
I got something else too:
remember the battery in Adelaide, Australia he built? where it's been claimed to 'prevent/stop blackouts'
and drive the gas business to its knees?

The batteries can only hold 5-10 minutes of power.

level 2
sporite
3 points · 2 years ago
The batteries can only hold 5-10 minutes of power.
Source required. This is lithium, it's really good for holding power.
Continue this thread
level 1
Comment deleted by user2 years ago

level 2
sporite
3 points · 2 years ago
Using your logic, all articles, news reports, general reports, tech reports, all news in general, are not
their respective writer's works.
That's flawed thinking you have.
Starting a private space company isn't exactly a new concept, there's already plenty of them that do the
same stuff. True, not using the landing booster, but it's not exactly an impressive rocket in its current
state.

level 1
TurboEdition
3 points · 2 years ago
Ok, I hate him.

level 1
Ktgisgreat
3 points · 2 years ago

I completely agree. I highly appreciate you posting this. I have been trying to explain everyone why I
so hate elon musk. You are awesome!

level 1
AWindintheTrees
3 points · 2 years ago
Thank you for this post.

level 1
good4nothingnobody
2 points · 2 years ago
i hate him too! nice article :)

level 1
yesterdaytomorrow321
4 points · 2 years ago
I actually don't think Elon Musk really deserves that much hate. I don't think there is a CEO that hasn't
done anything Elon Musk is doing.
Now with that being said, the fan base is insufferable and do deserve the criticism.

level 2
sporite
33 points · 2 years ago
I think he does as a CEO. Denying workers rights is a pretty big deal.

level 1
TotesMessenger
1 point · 2 years ago

I'm a bot, bleep, bloop. Someone has linked to this thread from another place on reddit:
• [r/u_irvinol] Why I hate Elon Musk, and why you should hate him too. Part 1.
If you follow any of the above links, please respect the rules of reddit and don't vote in the other
threads. (Info / ^Contact)

level 1
ArchtypeOfOreos
1 point · 2 years ago
So, he's the new Steve jobs

level 1
Phaymousb
1 point · 2 years ago
You forgot the biggest one, tesla's fanboys are like a fuckin cult. Any video that shows and tells you the
problems and issues occurring with Tesla car models get a lot of dislikes.

level 2
SATis2easy4m3
1 point · 2 years ago
Same with any comments that have something to do with supporting Musk on this post.

level 1
[deleted]
1 point · 2 years ago
Proof you can be rich and normal looking and still embody inceldom
level 1
Comment deleted by user2 years ago

level 2

BiBiBicycle
11 points · 2 years ago
What's seekingalpha? Can you link me?
Continue this thread

level 2
sporite
6 points · 2 years ago
Do you mind linking?
Continue this thread

level 1
SATis2easy4m3
1 point · 2 years ago
Now make a list of pros to not come off as pandering. Just saying.

level 2
sporite
2 points · 2 years ago
Give me some pros.
Continue this thread
level 1
pisshead_
-29 points · 2 years agoMore than 2 children

level 1
Everyone_AllAtOnce
0 points · 2 years ago

Yeah he has a giant ego. Seriously, if you want to be famous and survive fame in this world, having an
ego is seriously wrong. It is. Trust me. I'm a demoI'm a demo....
I'm a dema....
Jesus Christ I can't fucking do it.

level 1
deaclan012
0 points · 2 years ago
Hi, you spend time and energy gathering links (all from msm which, generally, hates Musk) in an
infantile rant about someone who has made billions. Come back and criticise when you've been as
successful. I think you're just jealous. How about putting all that energy into something positive that
actually helps people?

level 2
sporite
1 point · 2 years ago
all from msm which, generally, hates Musk
What MSM have you been reading? Media loves Musk.
infantile rant
Did you even read my post? I didn't rant, more just collected and listed shitty acts a shitty person has
done. The only 'ranty' part is "He's an asshole and I hate him. You should hate him too. He's a lot like
Donald Trump, lots of promises and lots of words, but very little action. He relies on appealing to one's
emotion and excitement."
who has made billions
Who started rich due to his father owning a Jade Mine and his Mother being one of the best Pose
Models in America throughout the 70's to 90's.
Life is ultra easy when you're rich. You can quite literally do anything and everything. Am I jealous of
that? Fuck yeah, who wouldn't be jealous of being born into wealth?
How about putting all that energy into something positive that actually helps people?
I do volunteer work with the disabled, and I donate to charity on a weekly basis. I'm plenty content
with what I contribute to the community.

level 1
Zaktastic
-16 points · 2 years ago0 children
More posts from the EnoughMuskSpam community
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promoted•Posted by
u/TORNRPG
11 months ago

Hey r/rpg fans - Keen to tryout something different in 2020? TORN is the world's
largest open-world, text-based RPG. Don't be put off by the "text-based" part.
TORN City is hugely addictive. Established in 2003 this dark and dirty metropolis
is inhabited by two million real people. Free to Play!

TORN.com
Play Now
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Posted by
u/Quajek

4 days ago
Cult Alert

Guy is going hard in this comment section. Is defending Elon his whole job?
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19
Posted by

u/SpicyNuggsAreBack
5 days ago

"Colleges are basically for fun and to prove you can do your chores."
(https://youtube.com/shorts/Z_--p-wGEmo)

3 comments

16
Posted by
u/polite__redditor
6 days ago

haha yes

1 comment

15
Posted by
u/SholandaDykes_ATT
2 days ago
Funding Secured

There are so many things wrong with this

1 comment

17
Posted by
u/AlanAqulis
2 days ago
THE FUTURE!

The Las Vegas 'LOOP': BUSTED! New Thunderf00t video
youtube.com/watch?...

Object 1
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Posted by
u/brownjesus__
6 days ago

